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This invention relates to hydrofoil sailing craft.
:tn

unprotected waters, such craft must be able to

cope ~ith large and' variable heeling forces from its sails,
as

we~l

as sizable Changes in water flow direction and

velocity' over its

hydrof~ils

craft must be able to

during wave encounter.

s~ount

The

a drag hump to become fully

foilborne, and must do this in moderate wind velocities.
, The aini of the present invention is to, provide a
pract~ca1,

uoublefree hydrofoil configuration, especially

suited to a modified multtbull sailing craft.
,

,

Accoraiiig to this lDvention, a sailing hydrofoil
trimaran 'baving.

a central hull with two pontoon hulls spaced

on opposite sides of the central hull by a deck st~ucture,
and wind PropDlsion means f said trimaran being provided with
a bow hydrofoil truss structure baving a symmetrically disposed dihedral foil blade with oppositely
surfaces~

incl~ed

lifting

tbe structure being pivotally attached to the

opposite 'sides of the central hull and

~o

the pontoon

hulls ~ove the' displacement wat~' line of the hulls aD a
substantially

CaDlllOD

pivotal, ,~i8, Dleans for sec"ing the'

structure in a downwardly extending position with lifting
surfaces Qf the blade 'inclined'to provide a positive angle
,

,

of attack and positive lift, lateral hydrofoil assemblies
attached one to each of the paotoOD hulls and each having a
foil blade inclined outwardly and upwardly,

'~d

a stern

'hydrofoil assembly including lifting foil blades.,
tiD'
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This invention relates to hydrofoil sailing craft.

zn

unprotected waters, such craft must be able to

cope ~ith large and-variable heeling forces from its sails,
as we;!.l as" sizable changes in water flow direction and
velocity" over its
craft must be

hydrof~ils

~le

to

during wave encounter.

s~ount

The

a drag bump to become fully

foilborne, and must do this in moderate wind velocities.
- The a1lD of the present inven~ion is to" provide a
pract~cal,

troUblefree hydrofoil configuration, especially

suited to a modified multihull sailing craft. - -

"

According to this 1Jlvention, a sailing bydrofoil
trimaran baving. a central hull with two pontoon hulls spaced
on opposite sides of the central hull by a deck stxucture,
and wind PropDlsion means 1 said trimara-n being provided with
a bow hydrofoil truss structure having a symmetrically disincl~ed

posed dihedral foil blade with oppositely

lifting

surfaces~ the structure being pivotally attached to- the

opposite" sides· of the central Imll and

~o

the pontoon

hulls ~ove the-displacement water" line of the hulls on a
substantially common pivotal

"~is,

lDeans for S8Cw:1ng the"

structure in a downwardly extending position with liftiDg
surfaces 4£ the blade "inclined to provide a positive angle
.
.
of attack and positive lift, lateral hydrofoil assemblies
"

attached one to each of the pootoOD hulls and each having a
foil blade inclined outwardly and upwardly,

~d

a stern

-hydrofoil assembly iDclucJ1ng lifting foil blades._

.....

2

,

,
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Por beccmiDg foilborne in moderate winds'. J a highly
efficient hydrofoil

·syst~.

efficient said ring. and a

,light overall weight are required.

In

fact, the CJ:aft

preferably should be, as light as the lightest of racing
multihull yachts.

por the craft to

operat~

far ext8Dded

per i.ods of time" such a8 offshore. with~t troable. moving

8
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.parts within its foil assemblies themselves should be avoided.

The hydrofoil assemblies themselves should be extremely

sturdy and well fastened to a rigid hull structure.

With

fixed foils that must supply widely varying forces for
stabilization over a wide speed, range. the foils should be
of, the surface piercing variety.
aspect

rati~ an~

For

effici~cy,'hi9h

deep sUbmergence are highly desirable.

On a, daysailer or small si.ze cruising yacht, this would

involve using a fairly short blade chord length, of the
order of 3 to 6 inches, limited on the lower side by neces-.
sary fore and aft rigidity of the foil units and by the ,
economics of joining or welding together complex structures.,
The trus,s structure provide

bo~

strength and light weight,

since this form of construction minimizes stresses at the
places where blading and struts join together.
Por the craft to take off in roughish

wate~

under' moder.te ,wind conditions, slender hulls allowing low
drag 'and having excellent initial lateral stability are
preferable.

Such. slender bulls also make for easy water

re-entry when the wind drops or When the foils lose
ity temporarily.

stabi~

The hull cross section may be such that

it is a displacement shape at low speed,' becoming more, of
a planing sbape as it lifts.

Also; stability, of a

liq~t

weight hydrofoil craft under extreme sail side forces i8
~roved

by a craft or considerable width.

the trimaran construction is superior.

Por this reason

The hulls provide

convenient structural fastening points for the hydrofoil·
assemblies, without having the hydrofoils supported
slender arms as hereto for in mono-hull craft.

OD

The consider-

able overall width of the hulls helps to allow rigging

4
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weight to be kept low with reasonable stresses in spite of
the extreme sail side forces generated at high speed.
Hydrofoil sailing craft have used a 3";'£oil system ...
In a 3-£oil

~etrical

system. ODe foil unit is buxdened

heavily. supplying both lateral stabilizing forces aDd
longitudinal stabilization against sail forward pitChing
moments and wave encounter.

ODe cannot maximize both long-

itudinal· aDd lat8J:al stability.
~a

In the present inv_tioa.

.ys~em

is symmetrical but it acts as a 3-foil

a~ymmetric . system

when the craft heels a moderate amount

.4-foil

,

from the sail forces because one hydrofoil assembly -I'
leave. the Vater.

When going about no readjustments are needea,. .
since heel :I.D . the other direction effectively switclles
the
.
.
system
bome

ove~.

OIl

What is more. the foutb foil, normally air-

the wiDclwazd siele of the craft, can 1;lelp. to. proteat

the craft from a aerious high speed crash dive if the bow
foU 10s88 lift through wave _etion.
lift and starts

dr~ing,

As the bow foil

10._

the airborne wiDdward.lateJ:al

foU comes into action to give necessary

8UppOn.
..

CSla late-

.
." .-..
ral foils aa4 stem foil combiDatiOD stabilizes the craft.
with a lOngitucliDal trim· angle Which i8 only a fev degrees
lower than nomal trim ·using the bow foil.
stem

ana lateral foils pZovide a

~at

1cm9itu4~1

is, the

righting

. couple to prevent the craft &om taklDg a steep 4ive,
the bow loU time to recover ita

0WIl

giv~

lifting actioD. without:

the boat getting into an irreversible dynamically a.siste4

crash ill which negative bow lift generates more negative
bow lift, with the craft' II 1IIICImeDtum quic1cly p:r04aclDg a

atem-ovar-bow

~sault.

as cali·oc:car :I.D a

,·s

th~

'oU

464.2S1
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system.

/7G

If the loaded leeward lateral foil should lose

lift through wave action, the craft will heel and spill
wind from its sails, thus reducing the heeling force.
Slender, buoyant pontoon hulls provide protection from capsize in an extreme case.
ing the.

~raft

at

~e

With bow and stern foil maintainfor~-and-a~ tr~

proper

leeward lateral foil can recover lift quickly ~

angles, the
Essentially,

the foil system is able to fail to safety.
The bow-stern foil comb.ination

cont~ls

trim of

the C!J~aft so as to ma~tain a proper angle of attack
all of .the 'foils as speed changes.
~oi18

cannot lift the craft, it is

OD'

At low speed, where
bes~

to have a low angle

of att.ack on all foils, so as to minimize the drag penalty"
of having the foils at all.

As

the craft acqelerates near

the take-off speed, it is optimal to have high angles of .
attack on the foils.

By baving an excess area on the bow

fo~l~ the craft can be made to lift .its bow as much as SO

or

80,80

as to. put high angles of attack on all foils as

take-off speed approaches.

However, the bow foil is -. ' ..

.

.

preferably maintained ·at

~

higber angle of attack than the

stern foil, so as to provide
the

take~ff

longit~dinal

stability during

phase. .After take-off, as speed increases,

foil angles of attack are reduced to get maximum efficiency.
This may be accomplished by arranging the foil blades so
. that the bow foU loses more area than the. stern foil as
speed increases.

'!'his causes the bow of the craft to move

qradually down (or rather the stern rises more) to where .
it is. level at the top speed of the craft.

The stern foil

blade or blades may remain totally submerged through the
entire speed range, or else merely come out of the water

6
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.less than the other foil blades.
As speed increases relative to the true wind speed,
more and more of the craft' s weight is placed on the leeward
lateral foil because of the increased sail side forces.
The bow-stern foil combination becomes lightly 10a484 'at
high
and

~

with trem8D40u. reserve 'lifting ,area if necessary,

thus it aau 8S a stability S8I180r to keep rougb1y

couect angle of attack

OD

the heavily loaded 1eawud lateral

foil. . If the _tire weight of the

cr~

i . ttlDforarlly

imposed upon the 1eewud lateral ,foil, the craft 40ea DOt·
i;end

t~

capsize laterally, for the 8all foxward pttcblDg

moment causes the craft to trim bow down a few 4egreee.
'1'he craft tends to desceD4 aDd the hull. re-eQtu the

vater saf81y.
By the .use of dibecka1s on the lateral. foll.,
leeway of the C2:aft

C8Il

be fairly well eliminatec1.

zero·

leeway oecQrs _en the projections On a transverse 1at~l
plane, 'oftbe craft weight

of gravity of

~e

~ecto~

passing through the centre

craft, the sall force

through the centre of pressure of the
,

~r

sai~,

pa,8siDg

and the lift

,

~r of tbe 1eewar4 )at~ foil all iDters~ 'at a POlnt~
To be strictly correct, .~_ya Windage on. the hull

rigging should be

~lne4

8n4 '

iDto' the sall force vector.

Because the craft of this iDvention ia 4eaigne4 to have a
moderate heel, roughly 10· degrees 1D average COD4itione,
it t1U:lUJ out that tbe point of lntersectiOD of theae

ia

aub~tial1y

below the poiDt where the sail

f~rc:ea

c~tr~

of

pressure puses through the ceDtre plaae of the craft.
Also, sideways viDdage OD the bulls lifted out of the

~ter,

i. likely to be conaidezab1e, making this point more

7

..,
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significantly below.

It may be advantageous to place the

upper portions of the lateral foii blades at en even higher
dihedral.

fo~

minimizing leeway when the craft is heeled

sUbstantially more than average.
To reduce

~e

possibility of air

~tertainment

on

the foUs. with consequent loss of lift. most of the foil
elements are given a
of· ~p.

A

em~e

amount (10 to 15 degrees)

the ~l~ents

That is.

slope lIP to

~erate

are directed aft as they

through the water's surface.

prob~em

which may be serious with the hydrofoil

sailing yacht is preventing capsize. such as may oCQur when .
the craft is moving 'slowly very' close to the wind and a
strong gust of wind arrives which is more on the beam.

The

light weight of the craft. witll hydrofoils going deep may
contribute to 'the capsize. since foil drag at low speed may
pr~vent

the' craft from accelerating as quickly. as. the typic- .

almultlhull sailing craft.
. lateral foils' may tend to

Very efficient high aspect__rat~
s~l

out

.~

the gust

situation.::~

.

and become poWerless to prevent capsizing.
Several design factors may be used
capsiz~g.

~ preveJ.l~

such as mounting low aspect ratio foils of large

area l_tarally. with dihedral. above or around the pontoon
hull water line.

SUch foils ~Ul rel1ist stalling out. even

at high angles of attack.

l:n addition the bottoms of the

. pontoon hulls may be made relatively flat. with moderate
dihedral and with hud chines where the bottom joins the
stdes. thus increasing reaction against heeling. moments
when a gust strikes.

OUtwaxd and upward flare of the outer

pontoon hull sides will belp to keep the righting moments
positive When the craft is at a 90 degrees heel if the

464.259
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pontoons are extremely buoyant.

The weight of metal hydro-

foils underneath the craft will add a significant ballasting effect when the craft is at a 90 degrees heel.

A "

masthead float is helpful to prevent the c,raft from

t~ing

upside'doWn if it should be knocked over by a gust.
The hull requires a special lightweight construction Which preserves 'rigidity by its shape and proportions.
Rigidity of the bulls can he obtained by

u~~ Ii

-stressed-

skiD c:c?D8tnc:t:ioD, Wherebt flat plywood sheets ,.~e giveD
c:ompoun4 .curvature by being' fastened to ligh1:welght, f:r:ame8·

already set up in posU:ion.

The hull ~ri~es a' shell

structure with the loads at the h!drofoU

fas~ening

points

distributed by speCial framing.
The normal. sailing xig must be adapted for the
special, requirements of tbe'hydrofoi1 craft.
differences area

lJ.'1le tw

maiD .

(1) the craft needs extra thrust foxwarda

to SUJ:mOunt the drag hump Which occurs just below the spee4
at which the craft ~ fully foilbome.

.

Sails Deed

t» .
"

be highly cambered to, get maximum lift during the take off

phase When the apparen~ w~d may be some 45 to 90 degreee
off the bow.
,~e

(2) to reach high speed with cloth sails,'- .-

sails should be low cambered, to keep the sails from .

luffing when the apparent
. wind is coming in some .15 to 30
degrees off ~e bow. Also, the high apparent win4.
. Velocities require lower lift coefficients (lower camber)
to prevent excessive heeling IIlCDeDtS.

!'O assist :In provi4-

inC) this sail shape change automatically as the sheets

are hauled in, the sails axe preferably loose-footed aDd' , ,
their booms pivot aft of the
attached.

s~ays

to which the sails are .'

For both conditions, but especially for high

9
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,speed,

~ere

170

must be a streamlined profile Where the sail

joints the mast.

A

rotating, profiled mast may be used.

The bydrofoil trimaran offers both high speed and
comfort at sea.

The . craft readily surfs on the fast,

moderately sloped, well developed waves, such as are found
in

~e t~ade

surf on the
~ves

winds.
s~ower,

COnventional multibulls generally only
much steeper

~ves,

such as tbe fresh

generated during storms.
An example of. a hydrofoil tr1ma.nn constructed

in accordance with the invention is illustrated in the
accom~nying

drawings in Which,-

Figure 1 is a plan view,
Pigure 2 is a bow elevation view,
Figure 3.is a side elevationa1 view,
P.igure 4 is. a stern e1evationa1 view,
Figure 5 is a front elevational view of the port
bydmfoi1,
Pi9,Ure 6 is a plan view of the port hydJ:ofoi1i
Pigure

'7

is a fr~gmentary plan view of the port .

side of the boY hydrofoil in its retracted position,
. pigure 8 is a

fragmen~ary

detail of a lower loCk

for one side of the bow bydrofoil when in its active position,
pigure 9 is a rear view of a stern hydrofoil,

.

Pigure 10 is a side view of the stern hydrofoil
. with parts cut awaYI and
Pigure' 11 is a diagrammatic plan view showing the
location of a balf of the bow bydrofoil and a s~~e hydrofoil
in active position with retracted positions indicated.

The trimaran has a main central hull 20 having a

mast 18, and a pair of pontoon bulls 22 and 24 disposed one

10
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on each side of and rigidly, fixed to the main hull by spars
or sbell structure as indicated at 21.

In multihull craft

of this type during normal sailing the pontoons resist the,
, heeling due to sail forces so that' heavy keels are' rendered
unnecessary.

In order to provide hydrofoils for such a

craft, that may be effective to support the hulls clear of
the sea and yet provide

suff~cient

lateral 'stability, as

,

'

, well as fore and aft control, a bow bydrofoil assembly 26,
port and starboard laterai hydrofoil assembl!.es 28 and ,30
are supported by each of the ~Dtoon8, and a stem ,hydrofoU,
,

32 which in this eXample' also serves as a rudder, are
provided.
The bow bydrofoil assembli' 26 is s!mmetrical with"
respect to the longitudinal and
and :l:s, secured to,the main

bu~l

vert~cal

axis of

the

on opposite !5ides

craft

~ereof

,

'

at pivot points 34, 36, aDd similar pivot ,points 3$ and ,40

in ~li~t therewith, J.ocated o~' the inside walls of the

pontooll8 22 and 24 adjacent the bow ends thereof.
assembly

compri~es

a

·V·

~e

like lifting element 45 supported·

by vertical struts 42 and 44 on opposite sides -of 'the lDIlliD
hull 20 and inQl.ined
laterally from the

s~ruts

46 and '48, SO and 52,

r~ective

struts

the lifting element in the fom of a

DCA

4~

extend~'

and 44' to support

b~ofoil

blade 45

o~

16-510 section, or other suitable blade section, which

~or convenience may extend from one pivot point 38 to the

other pivot point 40 in a wide V sufficient to

ext~

wall

below the bottom of the main bull 20, when in the position
as indicated in pigure 2.
Tbe 'central sections '49 aDd 51 of the
an angle to the horiz<?ilta1 of about 30

degre~,

bl~e bea~

and the

484.259
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upper sections 53 and 55 extend upwards to the pivots 38
and 40 at an angle of abou.t 50 degrees.

The struts 46 and

50 extend to the joints between the sections 49 and 51,
53 and 55, and adequate bracing 60 and 62 is provided to

complete a truss structure.

The struts and bracing are

of thin elongated streamlined section to provide maximum
strength and minimum

~esistance

to water flow.

The apex

·64 bf· the dibedral fomed by the blade sections

~9

and

~l

.

is ·so located With resp~t to the common axis of'th~ piVots
40, 36.34 and 38, as to readily clear the bow of the main
hull so that the bow hydrofoil may be retracted to a
horizontal position Wholly above the water line and clear
of the prow as indicated inPigure 3 at 26'.

xn
active

order to hold the bow hydrofoil assembly in

posit~on

with the struts 42 and 44

ext~ding

wardly and someWhat forwardly as indicated in

down-

~igure

3.

there is pxovided a transverse brace 66, fixed to the
bottom 68 of the centre hull .20,. the brace having at ita
ends a

f~tting

adapte4 to engage and be fixed to the

stru~8

42 and 44 to securely hold the struts in the active· position.
This fitting may comprise an inter-engaging. tongue 67 and
groove 69 as shown in

Pigu~e

8

~ r~sist

lateral· forces,

and a shear pin 61 or otl\er fom of lock to resist fore
and aft movement.

.to

pro~ect

A shear pin on either side is provided

the craft ..against damage should a beavy floating

obstruction be encountered by the bow hydrofoil

as~~ly.

.

The shear pins may be manually set in place upon lowering the
bow assembly to its effective. position, or if desired. suCh

shear pins may be actuated by suitable control rods or cables (not shown) extending· to a convenient point near deck

12
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level and above the water line.
It will be seen

f~

Figure 3. that the bow bydro-

foil b.lade sweeps forwardly and downwardly by about. 10
degrees.

When the structure is in· the active position

shown. the blade will have an angle of attack of about 5

degrees.
As shown

hydrofoil assembly

an·

beat in Pigures 9 and 10, the stem
~rises

a rigid swivel frame 7lhaving

up.p~r·Ch8DDel member 70 and ~ lowe~ tr8Dsv~rs~·memb8r

·72 pivoted centrally in upper and lower. gudgeons 74.8114 76
fixed centrally at 78 to asplit transom of the main hull 20.
file. members 70 and. 72 .are diagonally braced by channels 80
and struts 82. . Bach member "70 and 72

upstanding ears 84 and
to the' ears 86

~f

86

OD

its ends.

is provided

with

Pi~tally secured

the lower member 72 by bolts 87 .re

streamlined sectioned frame members 88 and 90' wbich. also

.
.
serve 'as' rudder blades. . These blades have enlarged portions

89 and 91 extending upwardly past the ears 84 of the member

·70 to Which they are secured by shear bolts 85, passing
~ertUres

through suitable
of

~pertures

may

1?e

provided therefor.

provi~ed

A

plura~ity

in each of the ears 84 and

disposed on an arc centred on the bolts 87, to p a i t
alteration of the angle of attack of the. stern foil lifting
b~dea.

!'be lower ends of the ractder blade.s 88

. are provided with

tran8Ver8e.~ydrofoil

ana

90 ..

or lifting bladeS

92, 94 and 96 of aerofoi! section suCh as DCA 16-510.
These blades are braced by diagonal struts 98
an4 97, and stiffeners 100 and 102, all of steamline

section, . to provide a rigid stem hydrofoil stmc:t:ure..
togetber with the swivel frame 71, When the hl'drofoil

13
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.blades are d1sposed in op~rattve position as shown in
Figure 3.

When in this operative position, the rudder blades

88 and 90, are preferably forwardly swept as indicated, and
the.hydrofoil blades 92, 94 and 96 may have a substantially
zero angle of attack, which may be varied by employing
different apertures in placing the shear bolts 85.
The upper channel 70 is provided with upstanding
ears 101 to receive a tiller 103, or other suitable gear
for' st~ering the swivel frame 71 may b~ provided.

The

spacing between the upper portions 89' and 91 of the blades
88 pnd 90 are such that, upon removal
8~,

the

low~r

~f'

the shear bolts'

portion ·of the stern hydrofoil assembly may
"

be swung rearwardly and upwardly to a vertical position
out of the . water, with the upper portions 89 and 91. of the
blades 88 and 90 swinging clear of the buil sidewalls in
being swung forwardly and downwardly to a depending
position where such portions may act as rudders dur~
displacement, sailing.

The channel braces 80, and member 70

are notched at 81 and 73 respectively: to receive the diag-,
onal struts 97 and 98, and apertures 104 iii the side blades
are provided to align with the apertures in the ears 84
so as to receive the shear bolts 8S, and thus hold the
hydrofoil structure in an upstanding retracted position,
While the free ends 89 and 91 of the blades 88 and 90 extend
weli below the water line to act as rudders as is indicated
at ,91' in Figure 3.

Since th.e

portion~

89 and 91 of the

blades 88 and 90 are of shorter length, these portions are
preferably made wider as indicated to render them more
effective as rudders.

The blades 89 and 91. preferably do

not extend into the ""ter a distance greater than the

14
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draft of the main hull 20.

To facilitate the positioninCJ

of the stern hydrofoil assembly in the inactive position,
and nested in the frame 71, the pivotal centre of bolts' 87
may be disposed rearward1y of the ears 86 of the frame 71
as indicated in Pigure 10, and the bracing 97 aDd 98 may
be offset forwardly as also indicated

~

Pigure 10 so that

the notches 81 and 73 may be shallow and avoid weakening
,the structure.
, ,.".

,The lateral hJdrofoil assemblies 28

ana 30, being

left and right handed, or mirror images of each other, a
description of one will suffice herein.
bydrofoil 28

~rises

~e

port lateral

divergent struts 122 and 124 of

st.reamline sect:ion to Which are fixed hydrofoil blades 126.

and 132 of suitable section, against such as
(TltltI4not,~CmnmiJ:Iil,f1l,~JII4III~IJ/WMniI,~IJ""IIv-~NASA)
HACA116-510. The blades 128 and 130 extend ~~rdly of
l,~8J. l~O

the strut 122, and their ends are braced by a ,tie member
134.

suitable bracings

136~

137, 138 and 140 and 142

further bJ;'ace the structure.

The upper end of the struts'

122 and 124 terminate in a plate 141 that is pivoted

OD

a

heavy pivot stud 143, extenc11ng through a knuckle block 144.
The knuckle block 144 is pivoted in a deck fitting ,148 with

the pivot axis disposed above and outboard of the gum4lale
of the pontoon hull 22.

The pivot axis extends at an angle

inclined tc> the fore and aft axis of the. craft.
~e

upper blade 126, at its inner end :l.s braced

at'127 and provided with spaced jaws 131 adapted to int. .,engage with and receive a tongue-like fitting 129 rigidly
seC\U'ed to the pontoon hull at a point near the water line
at 152 and be secured by a removable bolt 153, to fOJ:lll a
rigid connection therebetweeD.

A diagonal brace 154 is

15.
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pivotally secured at its forward end to a fitting 156, fixed
to the pontoon hull deck.

'!'he pivotal axis in the fitting

156 is ,aligned with the axis of the fitting 148.

The brace

extends. to the strut 124 at a point above but adjacent to
the blade 126 and is pivoted at 125 to the strut on the
axis coincident with the pivot axis of the stud 143.

The .

.mounting of the foil assembly on the pivot axes in the .
fittings 148 and 154, and 144 and 125 is suCh as to

pe~it'

the assembly
to be retracted
.
. from the water and SWWlg

ove~

'

the deck, after which the assemb'lY pivots around the axis
of the stud 143 and brace pivot 125' to.a retracted

positi~n

lying on the deck, in tbe approximate position indicated at
28 1 in Figure 11, all without interference with shrouds
necessary to sailing craft.
As in the case of the bow and stern foil assemblies,
the lateral hydrofoil assemblies preferably have
and

dowDwa~

forward~

sweep as indicated. ' In addition, as with the

bow' assembly, the

l~teral

hydrofoil sections of the blading

are provided with an angle of attack of about 5 deg~ees·•.
'!'he hydrofoils above described are preferaQly.
fo~ed from stream-lined al~inium alloy or other lightweight

metal sections or extrusions or hollow stainless steel
sections; all suitably welded,
structure.

int~

a rigid truss-like'

fibile there are disclosed specific truss

struct~

. urea found to be effective, it should be understood that
the' blading and support structures

may take many foms.
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The claims defining the invention are as followSI .
1.
hull with two

A

sailing bydrofoil trimaran having a central

pon~oon

hulls· spaced on opposite sides of the

central hull by a deck structure~ and wind propulsion
means,
.

s~d trim~aD. be~ ~~~i.ded_ Withl"~
.__
hydrofoil truss structure having a symmetrically disposed
dihedral foil blade with oppositely inclined lifting
surfaces, the structure being pivotally

atta~ed

to the .

opposite sides· of the central hull and to the pontoon
hulls above the displacement water lil1e of the hulls on a
substantially common pivotal axis, means for securing the
stru~ure

in a downwardly

ex~ending

position with lifting

surfaces of the blade inclined to provide a positive angle
of attaCk and positive lift~ lateral hydrofoil assemblies
attached one to each of the pontoon hulls and each having a
foil blade inclined outwardly and upwardly, and.8 stern
hydrofoil assembly including lifting foil blades •
. 2.

A trimaran according to Claim· 1, wherein the

stern hydrofoil assembly also includes steering elements.
3.

A trimaran aC(!9rding to Claillllor Claim 2,

. wherein each of the lateral hydrofoil assemblies is secured
·to its pontoon hull at three points.
4.

A

tr~ran

according to any· one of the preceding

claims •. wherein the bow hydrofoii is retractable to·a
position above the displacement
S.

wate~

line.

A trimaran according to Claim 3 or Claim 4

when dependent on Claim 3, wherein the lateral hydrofoil
assemblies are attached to the pontoon hulls so that they
can pivot about an axis extending generally fore and aft
through two of the points, and each assembly is retractable
by movement about this axis upon disconnecting the assembly
from its third point of securemeD~.

6.

A trimaran according to any one of the ,preceding

'17
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claims, wbereln tbe toll blades are ot a HACA 16-510 sectlon.
A tr1maran accord1ng to Cla1m 2, or anyone ot

7•

Claims 3 to 6 wben dependent on Claim 2, in wblcb the stern
hydrotoil assambl1 comprlses a rectangular frame baving transverse members pivoted centrall1 on a ,ubstant1all, vertlcal
axis 10 gudgeons on· tbe stern ot· tbe central bull, and baving
spaced slde members extending substantiall, vertical1" a pair

ot rudder blades, eacb baving a relatively horizontal plvotal
connection to the

fr~e

side members at each slde ot the trame,

and each blade having a first rudder blade portion tor displacement sailing extending on one side ot the horizontal plvotal
connectlon a sutficlent distance to act as rudder blades when
extending downwardly trom the horizontal pivotal connection and
into the water, and a second rudder blade portion extending trom
tbe otber side ot the borizontal p1votal connection a greater
4istance than the tirst rudder blade portions, a transverse
h;rdrotoil blade connecting the second rudder blade portions, and
means tor lock1ng the b1a4es to the trame with tbe first rudder
.

t.

.

.'. - -. - . . .

blade portions or the second rudder blade portions and the bJdrotoil blade
t extending into tbe
water.
8.

A tr11laran accordlDs
to. Cla1Ja
.

~,

substantiall, as

descrlbed with referenoe to the accomp&n1 drawings.

18
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" 9.

A trimaran as set forth in clailii"l wherein

the lateral hydrofoil units and the foils thereof are provided with sweep in the order of 10 to 15 degrees directed
art as the roils come up to emerge through the water's surrace.
10. A trimaran as set forth in claim 1 wherein
the lUting surfaces 01' the bow hy'drofoll truss structure
have sweep in the order of 10 to. 15 degrees directed aft ·as
the l1t~1ng surtaoes come up to emerge tlJrough tlie water's
surfaoe.
11. A trimaran as set forth in claim 1 wherein
the lateral hydrofoil units and the foils thereot,and the
lifting surfaces of" the bow

~drofoU

truss struoture have

sweep in the order of 10 to 15 degrees directed aft as ·the
toils and lifting surfaces come up to emerge through the
water's surface.
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